Portal Escape!
By Alyson H.

Eleah is a 9 year old girl and she has a sister named mia that is 5 years older than her. It was
bedtime Eleah was getting ready to go to sleep, but then she heard a noise
whhhhhhhhrrrrrrhhr went the noise, then it stopped “finally”! She said whrrrhrrrherhh ok mia I
know you are there! Ok so maybe she is not, pop all of the sudden things in her room started to
form one giant ball of stuff, then someone stepped out of it and said “i need your help,” who
are you and why me? said Eleah. well I actually have been in every neighborhood and you are
my last house, said the stranger , my name is queen emma, I own the crystal kingdom, my sister
and daughter when to another kingdom they were supposed to come back 2 weeks ago but
they are not here. Can you please help me find them? Sure said mia thank you said emma. So
eleah steped in the portal and got suced in but right before she did emma said by the way the
portal closes at midnight also here’s a map. Ok. wait, what, said
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. oof my spine , wow where am I? Probably in crystal
kingdom. Well I better use this this map emma gave me. Ok it looks like this triangle shaped
thing must be that stand. Wow that is so weird anyway I will use this later and go with my gut i
don’t need a map to show me where to go. Hi said someone what are you looking for oh i am
just looking for another kingdom, well your in luck i just got a teleport thing that will teleport
you there thank you, zip, hey well i guess i am here ok i will just go in. i picked up the map and
took out the two pictures and went in as soon as eleah stepped in eleah saw the two people
that were in the pictures hi well you look ok bye and teleported back to the bedroom told
everything to emma and fela sleep.

The end.

